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The Secrets to Color Success
How exciting! You have just �nalized a complete re-brand and created all new

marketing print and promo materials to launch your new look. Careful

consideration was put into every new piece to ensure that it sends exactly the

right message into the universe. You send o� your �les to be printed and when the

�nal pieces are delivered, co-workers can see the despair in your face as you

open the box. The color is all wrong! How could this have happened?! We have all

been there at some point in our marketing e�orts. We work hard to make sure all

the i's are dotted and t's are crossed, only to be disappointed in the �nal product.

One way to alleviate any di�erences in expectation to result is to ensure that your

art �les are setup properly for color correctness and decoration success. Here is a

quick guide to ensure your �les are setup for success:

Art Guidelines for Print:

Preferred File Formats: High resolution PDF's are best, EPS, or AI.
Build art �les as CMYK color space (exclusively). Ensure that CMYK values
are set appropriately and/or PMS colors are designated. RGB/Hex are not
an acceptable color style for print ready �les (see notes below).
Link/embed images: 300-600dpi (no need for 1200dpi images).
Flatten all transparencies and outline fonts.
If necessary, setup 1/8" bleed with crop marks (remove die lines). No need to
submit native �les or packages.
Export a 300 dpi pdf for print (choose press quality).

Notes Regarding RGB:

If a �le is created and submitted in a RGB color space, it must be converted to

CMYK color space before it goes to press. This is one of the major causes of color
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shift/skew in the �nal print result. While you won’t notice this much in pictures,

you will de�nitely notice it other broad elements. Here is a quick visual on how

conversion can change your �nal vision:

Art Guidelines for Promo:

Build as CMYK color space (exclusively). Ensure that CMYK values are set
appropriately and/or PMS colors are designated. RGB/Hex are not an
acceptable color style for �les.
Must be 300 dpi or higher at 100% of �nal size (600 dpi for best results).
Preferred File Formats: EPS, PDF, TIFF or AI �les are best. JPG or JPEG �les can
rarely be used and are not preferable for quality results.
Make sure to link any illustrations or graphics used in the art.
All fonts must be converted to outlines, curves or paths (vector).
Note that artwork with tight registration, halftones, and/or tints will need to be
reviewed to ensure viability for decoration. Keep tints and screens within 20%-
80% to ensure they are printable. Not all products allow a screen or tint to be
used.
Avoid very �ne lines, both in type and illustrations. They tend to �ll in and
become illegible.
If the art bleeds to the edge of the product, ensure that you build crops and
bleeds into your artwork.
Build all four-color process grays from black, as they tend to present undesirable
�nished results otherwise.
Templates can typically be provided for easy artwork setup on most items.

Why vector? It ensures there is no loss of quality when enlarging or resizing the art.
This means a vectored �le can be printed on a small notepad and also enlarged to
print on a banner, while maintaining the quality and crispness.
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Why We Do What We Do
Thank you again for all of
your help! You and your
fellow employees have
been so wonderful to

work with. I so appreciate
everyone's commitment
to helping, your sense of
urgency, and most of all
your friendliness! Thank

you again!

-Rave Review from
Store Administrator,

National Retail Customer

Print is Not Dead
Did you know that 82% of small and
medium sized businesses choose to
have items professionally printed?

In fact, 92% indicate that print helps
them compete with larger

organizations. Print materials
remain highly valued in the

marketplace today.

Source: Fedex O�ce National Print Survey

FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.
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